
 

Computer Science Terms and Definitions  

List or Array is an ordered collection of elements in contiguous memory location, i.e., elements 

are located side by side in memory. A list or array follows an indexing pattern where the first 

element in the list is located at index 0 and the last element is located at index n-1 where n is the 

number of elements in the entire list. 

String is a sequence of characters which can be letters, numerals, symbols, punctuation. A string 

is also a data type in computer science, and it’s easily recognized when the element is inside of a 

single or double open and close quotation marks. 

Integer is a datatype of some range of mathematical whole numbers and these numbers could be 

positive or negative. 

Object is an abstract data type that holds data in key and value pairs. 

Class is a template used for creating objects and has a set of properties and methods that are 

common to all objects of the same type. 

Node is a data structure unit that contains data and maybe a link or pointer. It is an essential unit 

in linked list, trees and graphs 

Linked List unlike arrays, elements in linked list are not contiguous. Linked list consists of 

nodes that contain data and a reference link to another node.  

Queue is a type of data structure where elements are sequentially arranged. The first element 

passed into a queue is the first to exit the queue. An example is the checkout line at Walmart. It 

follows the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) method. 

Stack Also like a queue, elements in a stack are arranged sequentially. However, the last element 

passed into a stack is the first to exit the stack. An example is the stack of dirty dished in the 

sink. It follows the Last-In-Last-Out (LIFO) method. 

Recursion is a process where a function calls itself in other words, it is defining a problem or 

solution to a problem in terms of itself. Recursion has two basic parts, the base case, which 

terminates the function call and the recursive case, which performs the call. 



 

Tree is an abstract data type where elements are arranged in hierarchical tree structure. The first 

element in the tree is the root node or parent node while every other node could either be a parent 

or child node. 

Database  is a collection of structures information or data organized in a computer system or in 

the cloud. A database could be relational or non-relational. 

 


